Abstract. In this paper, a local PIA format for triangular Bézier surface and rational triangular Bézier surface is designed, which adjusts control points of even permutations only. It generates a surface sequence with finer precision and its limit surface interpolates given data points. Examples show that the surface sequence generated by the local PIA has finer fitting precision.
Introduction
Interpolation and approximation problems of scattered data points are important issues in reverse engineering, and progressive iterative approximation (PIA) is an important method of the interpolation and approximation problems of scattered data points. By adjusting the control points of a surface iteratively, a series of surfaces is generated. If the limit of the series of surfaces interpolates initial control point, we say that the surface hold the PIA property. Researches of totally positive matrix and its properties lay a theoretical foundation for PIA properties. In recent years, there are many studies on the PIA for a curve or a surface. In [2] , Hongwei Lin et al. show that the curve (tensor product surface) hold the PIA property so long as the corresponding collocation matrix is nonsingular and the basis is totally positive. And generally speaking, a curve or a surface generated by NTP base holds the PIA property. In [3, 4] , the PIA property of the uniform cubic B-spline basis is provided. In [5] , a new PIA format for uniform cubic B-spline curve is presented, the PIA format which control points of even indexes interpolate ordered data points, control points of odd indexes interpolate prescribed tangent vectors. And on this basis, Jie Chen, Zhang li et al. [6] [7] [8] extend the PIA property of the univariate NTP basis to the bivariate Bernstein basis over a triangle domain. Furthermore, the PIA format has been extended to approximation subdivision surface fitting and many achievements in scientific research have been made. It is showed that Loop subdivision surface, Doo-Sabin subdivision surface, Catmull-Clark subdivision surface hold the PIA property respectively, but the PIA property for Catmull-Clark subdivision surface requires controlling meshes having no vertexes of degree three [9] [10] [11] .
Most of the interpolation geometric iterative algorithms mentioned above are the so called "global PIA" formats, because they need to adjust all of the control points iteratively. Up to now, there are few studies on the so called "local PIA" formats for surfaces, which need only to adjust a part of control points iteratively. In this paper, a local PIA format for triangular Bézier surface and rational triangular Bézier surface is put forward, which adjusts only control points of even permutations and fixes control points of odd permutations. It generates a surface sequence with finer precision and its limit surface interpolates given data points. Examples show that the surface sequence generated by the local PIA has finer fitting precision.
Preliminaries
Definition1.1 [12] If the sequential order of any two numbers in a permutation is contrary to their size order, namely the foregoing number is larger than the subsequent number, then the two numbers conform a inverse sequence. The total number of all inverse sequences in a permutation is called the inverse number of the permutation. The inverse number of the permutation 123 n jjjj L is 
Given data points ,, According to literature [13] , the initial triangular Bézier surface 0 (,,) uvw T has global PIA property. Now we show the local PIA format for triangular Bézier surface based on the lexicographic order.
According to the subscripts in lexicographic order, all the control points in (2.1) can be expressed as : ,0,01,1,01,0,12,2,02,1,10,,00,1,10,1,10,0, ,,,,,,,,,
For the set{(,,)|} ijkijkn ++= , let the number of its even permutations is M , and the number of its odd permutations is N , then (2) (1) Because B is a reducible matrix, so the adjusting control points and fixing control points can be disposed individually. 
For the set{(,,)|} ijkijkm ++= , let the number of its even permutations is F , and the number of its odd permutations is G , then Because Dis a reducible matrix, so the adjusting control points and fixing control points can be disposed individually.
Similar to the proof of theorem 1, theorem 3 below can be obtained. 
Numerical examples and error analysis
Example4.1 Given a triangular Bézier surface of degree 2, its control points in lexicographic order are (0.1,3.1,0.5),(0.4,2.3,3),(0.5,2,4),(1.1,1.5,1),(0.2,1.4,3),(1.2,1.5,0.5) −− . The initial triangular Bézier surface of degree 2, the surface which adjusts all of control points after the fifth iteration (global PIA) and the surface which adjusts control points of even permutations and fixes control points of odd permutations after the fifth iteration (local PIA) are shown in Figs.1-3 , respectively. Under the same of iteration times, error analysis and comparisons are shown in Table 1 .
Example4.2 Given a rational triangular Bézier surface of degree 2, its control points in lexicographic order are (5,0,0),(0,4,0),(0,0,3),(0,0,3),(0,4,0), (5,0,0) −−− . The initial rational triangular Bézier surface of degree 2, the surface which adjusts all of control points after the fifth iteration (global PIA) and the surface which adjusts control points of even permutations and fixes control points of odd permutations after the fifth iteration(local PIA) with the weight 3 ω= are shown in Fig.4-6 , respectively. Under the same of iteration times, error analysis and comparisons are shown in Table 2 . control points after the fifth iteration. Fig.3 . The surface which adjusts only control points Fig.6 .The surface which adjusts only control points of even permutations after the fifth iteration.
of even permutations after the fifth iteration. Table 1  Table 2 Summary
In this paper, a local PIA for triangular Bézier and rational triangular Bézier surfaces over a triangle domain is designed, which adjusts control points of even permutations only. It is showed that the local PIA is convergent. Examples of quadratic triangular Bézier and quadratic rational triangular Bézier surfaces show that the local PIA generates surface with finer precision, it converges more quickly than global PIA. Similarly, we can discuss the local PIA for triangular Bézier and rational triangular Bézier surfaces over a triangle domain which adjusts control points of odd permutations only, and more generally adjusts only any subset of all control points.
